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Introduction

Traditionally, Flanders – and by extension Belgium – 
has been viewed as an interesting location for entering 
the Western European market. In the 1960s, many 
large European and American multinationals estab-
lished production sites and sales and distribution or-
ganizations in the region, which brought jobs and 
welfare. Some of these multinationals were electronics 
manufacturing companies, such as Alcatel, Siemens 
and Philips, which increasingly engaged in information 
and communication technology (ICT) activities. To 
support these large ICT companies, a large number of 
suppliers and service providers became established in 
the region.

The growing group of small and medium-sized enter-
prises (SMEs) further increased in importance after the 
divestiture and relocation of corporate activities of the 
multinational players during the 1990s and early-2000s 
(similar to what happened in other regions around the 

world, such as Canada's Capital Region: see Bailetti and 
Bot [2013; timreview.ca/article/658] for details). Increas-
ingly, employment, growth, and the preservation of 
prosperity have been depending on these SMEs, which 
operate in a small, open economy. The latter character-
istic forces them to become born-global ventures, com-
peting on a local and international level.

This changing environment called for action and policy 
change, which could no longer aim to attract activities 
from large multinational players. As a reaction to these 
changes, the Flemish government developed new stra-
tegic initiatives for certain domains: in 1984, the Inter-
university Microelectronics Centre (Imec; tinyurl.com/
d25ku98) was established to foster ground-breaking re-
search activities in micro-electronics; in 1991, the gov-
ernment founded the Flemish Institute for Tech- 
nological Research (VITO; tinyurl.com/d9n2wfp) to perform 
research on cleantech and environmental technologies; 
and then in 1996, the Flemish Institute for Biotechno-
logy (VIB; tinyurl.com/crbtfru) was founded. 

In many economies, new knowledge and technology creation and transfer towards local 
entities and new startups have been recognized as catalysts for industry renewal and tools 
for safeguarding (or even enhancing) a region’s employment and prosperity. This article 
presents a case study of iMinds, a network organization in Flanders, Belgium. The organiz-
ation fosters interdisciplinary research in information and communication technologies 
(ICT) and strongly engages in transferring these new technologies towards local actors and 
in creating and supporting new startups. iMinds’ incubation and entrepreneurship pro-
grams act as catalysts for open innovation and company startup activities in the Flemish 
region.

In many cases, the more you try to compete, 
the less competitive you actually are.

Kathy Sierra
Co-creator of the Head First book series
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The latest government initiative of this type was foun-
ded in 2004 as an independent research institute: 
iMinds (iminds.be), formerly known as the Interdisciplin-
ary Institute for Broadband Technology. iMinds was giv-
en the task of developing demand-driven solutions (i.e., 
research, innovation and entrepreneurial ventures) for 
the ICT sector and fostering the business and societal 
application and adoption of newly developed technolo-
gies, knowledge, products, and services. Creating and 
maintaining a steady supply of new knowledge and 
technologies in this fast-moving industry has been re-
cognized as crucial for a healthy ICT sector. Thus, the 
need for innovation and commercialization has been a 
driving force behind iMinds’ activities since its incep-
tion. This strategy is supported by findings from aca-
demic research, such as a study that pointed out that 
Europe has fewer "young innovative companies" com-
pared to the United States, while this startup group 
shows the largest potential in terms of contribution to 
new economic activities in a region (Veugelers, 2009; 
tinyurl.com/d55p62f). A clear pillar of activities fostering 
commercialization and the creation of new technology-
based ventures could thus contribute to the business dy-
namics in a region.

This article describes the iMinds entrepreneurship in-
cubation program as a case study to show how a public 
research organization can act as a catalyst for open in-
novation and company startup activities. First, we 
provide details of the iMinds incubation program. 
Second, we describe the development and evolution of 
iMinds' networking function and its emphasis on open 
collaboration. Finally, we provide conclusions. 

The iMinds Incubation Program

iMinds was set up as a focal-point organization de-
signed to link university research to the needs of busi-
ness and to help build a positive startup and venturing 
climate. As such, it was designed to be the catalyst for a 
cluster of innovation (Engel and del Palacio, 2009; tinyurl
.com/c3mrauv), a model that had been applied 10 years 
earlier in the area of biotechnology with the creation of 
the Flemish Institute of Biotechnology (VIB), which had 
a similar mission. Over the 20-year period since the VIB 
was founded, we have witnessed the emergence of a 
strong biotechnology cluster around this initiative, and 
the purpose of iMinds is to achieve the same success in 
ICT. Furthermore, organizations like iMinds form an im-
portant part of the "triple helix" model, which creates 
constructive and mutually reinforcing activities between 
academia, government, and industry (Etzkowitz, 1998: 
tinyurl.com/btehl65; Leydesdorff, 2000: tinyurl.com/cy84fo7).

The approach that iMinds adopts in transferring know-
ledge and technologies towards partners and newly cre-
ated technology-based ventures (spin-offs and startups) 
is somewhat different from traditional approaches. Al-
though most universities and public research organiza-
tions focus solely on monetizing their own 
intellectual-property assets, iMinds acts as network in-
tegrator by fostering interaction and open collaboration 
(sometimes, but not always, in an open-innovation con-
text) between various actors in the ecosystem. Even 
though the collaborative and demand-driven research 
projects form an important part of these activities 
(roughly 25 out of the 40 million EUR of iMinds' annual 
budget are spent on collaborative and demand-driven 
research), they fall outside of the scope of this article. 
The incubation and entrepreneurship activities target 
the support of all ICT-driven entrepreneurial and in-
trapreneurial projects, whether emerging from iMinds 
research (or iMinds' five Flemish partner universities) 
or from external entrepreneurs. 

In this regard, several tools are used to foster the open 
support and interactions between various stakeholders:

1. iMinds’ incubation program aims at supporting aca-
demic entrepreneurs, students, and independent en-
trepreneurs, especially in the pre-seed and seed 
phases. The program is supported by specific tools 
and projects that target different aspects of the entre-
preneurial journey: opportunity recognition work-
shops to identify ideas that can become business 
opportunities; entrepreneurial bootcamps that focus 
on business modeling and (seed) investor readiness 
and the iStart incubation projects that enable the cre-
ation of early-stage businesses by providing financial 
support (pre-seed funding); coaching and mentoring; 
an entrepreneur-in-residence program; access to 
iMinds’ network and to specialists for professional 
advice on, for example, financial issues, branding 
and sales, legal matters, and intellectual property. 

2. As a network integrator, iMinds has set up a "virtual 
incubator" program to create spillover effects to local 
and regional communities of entrepreneurs and cre-
ative people. Through this program, cooperation 
with locally embedded (physical) incubators and co-
working spaces is initiated. In these incubators, 
iMinds supports networking events and acts as cata-
lyst to bridge the gap between local communities and 
actors in other regions. Entrepreneurs supported by 
the incubation program are also encouraged to estab-
lish themselves in one of these virtual incubator facil-
ities to increase their embeddedness in local 

http://www.iminds.be/en
http://www.bruegel.org/publications/publication-detail/publication/289-a-lifeline-for-europes-young-radical-innovators/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bushor.2009.06.001
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0048-7333(98)00093-6
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0048-7333(99)00063-3
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communities of entrepreneurs and creative people. 
This link increases spillover effects and interactions 
with other kindred spirits, leading to mutual learn-
ing, cooperation, and ultimately, joint business (i.e., 
coopetition instead of competition).

3. Through the student entrepreneurship program, we 
support the universities and university colleges in 
their efforts to embed entrepreneurship and entre-
preneurial behaviour as professional skill develop-
ment in their curricula. Our economic system is 
evolving from a corporate-managed model to a net-
worked-entrepreneurial model and the education 
system needs prepare students for this new environ-
ment. Some students will want to become entrepren-
eurs but all of them will need to entrepreneurial if 
they want to be top performers in their professional 
career. The iMinds incubator plays a key role in this 
education process as it provides a real-world envir-
onment in which students can learn entrepreneur-
ship “by doing” and where universities and industry 
work together in an educational context creating a 
win-win situation. Universities differentiate them-
selves with innovative education programs and fu-
ture employers hire graduates that are better 
prepared for their future jobs. The student entre-
preneurship program includes series of workshops, 
bootcamps, and networking events to give students 
initial coaching and networking opportunities to de-
velop entrepreneurial skills and an appetite for entre-
preneurship.

4. Opening up the program does not only refer to the 
Flemish or Belgian context. Through an internation-
alization program, iMinds stimulates startups, spin-
offs, and SMEs in its network to act on an interna-
tional level and connect to other clusters of innova-
tion worldwide (e.g., East and West coasts of the 
United States, Singapore as hub for South-East Asia, 
and other European "hotspots"). In this sense, the in-
ternationalization tools, including (local) coaching 
and travel and housing support, helps connect 
iMinds and its ventures to global clusters of innova-
tion (Engel and del Palacio, 2011; tinyurl.com/c26ffps). 
This approach also helps startups to be aware of the 
opportunities and necessity to become global play-
ers, which in turn favours job creation. According to 
Bailetti and Bot (2013; timreview.ca/article/658), this em-
phasis on early globalization should be one of the 
main pillars of government-funded programs.

These iMinds programs, which form only a part of the 
total iMinds incubation and entrepreneurship toolbox, 
are open to any entrepreneur with an ICT-related or en-
abled project that is willing to start their business in the 
Flemish or Brussels capital region. This approach 
clearly enables iMinds to foster the creation of a real 
ICT ecosystem, in which all relevant stakeholders (in-
cluding universities, large corporations, SMEs, startups, 
entrepreneurs, students, government organizations, 
other entrepreneurship-supporting organizations, and 
non-profit organizations) interact frequently, and 
spillover effects are generated. The next section will il-
lustrate that the individual programs are relevant as 
such, but the integrated approach of the incubation 
and entrepreneurship program at local and regional 
levels is the real differentiator.

Building a Network and Fostering Open
Cooperation

The approach adopted by most technology transfer of-
fices of universities and other public research organiza-
tions is to support the commercialization and societal 
impact of the knowledge and technologies developed in 
their institutions. The same approach was originally the 
focus of iMinds’ incubation and entrepreneurship pro-
grams. However, as Figure 1 illustrates, the impact re-
mained rather limited in terms of the number of newly 
created spin-off projects, at least prior to 2011 when the 
incubation program was started.

Figure 1. Number of new iMinds spin-off projects per year

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/cmr.2011.53.2.27
http://www.timreview.ca/article/658
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The shift towards a networking function for the incuba-
tion and entrepreneurship programs, which already ex-
isted at a research level through collaborative and 
demand-driven research projects, strengthened these 
programs and created an important amount of 
spillover effects towards other actors and reinforced the 
open-cooperation mode with various stakeholders, as 
described initially by the triple helix model of uni-
versity–industry–government relations. Some short-
term effects are already visible, and some mid- to long-
term effects are expected to arise:

1. Researchers and entrepreneurs are engaging to a lar-
ger extent in local communities through the network-
ing events, workshops, bootcamps, and other 
activities. This effect is further reinforced through the 
virtual incubator network.

2. Increasingly, entrepreneurs external to iMinds are 
starting to find their ways to our programs and en-
gage in the iMinds community at different levels. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates this process and early data about the 
number of projects supported. Since opening up the 
incubation program in the summer of 2011, the num-
ber of entrepreneurs coming to iMinds for support 
has been rising. This amount pales before the num-
ber of startups currently supported by large pro-
grams such as Y Combinator (ycombinator.com), which 
has supported over 500 startups since 2005 and ad-
ded 82 new startups in the summer of 2012 alone 

(Graham, 2012; tinyurl.com/37uzojs). However, keeping 
in mind the fact that Y Combinator supported only 8 
startups during its first cycle in summer 2005 and the 
young age of the incubation program at iMinds, the 
early results shown in Figure 2 are encouraging.

   What is even more important, is that the entrepren-
eurs that originally had been independent of iMinds 
research started engaging more frequently in collab-
orative efforts with iMinds’ researchers. This growing 
amount of open cooperation increases direct and in-
direct spillover effects between iMinds research and 
other stakeholders – in both directions. Furthermore, 
it creates more options towards job flexibility 
between academia and industry, again in both direc-
tions. The model's success is further proven by the 
amount of additional equity funding the incubation 
projects managed to close after being engaged in the 
iMinds incubation program; for example, incubation 
projects benefitted from a 4.7x funding multiplier in 
2012, as shown in Figure 2.

3. Even though opening up these programs required an 
initial investment in terms of people and putting pro-
grams in place, the returns for the research organiza-
tion are manifold: i) human and social capital 
development for researchers, students, and entre-
preneurs have grown through the interactions with 
various stakeholders and the increasing mobility of 
people between different actor categories; ii) a grow-

Figure 2. Startup engagement with the iMinds incubation program in terms of project inflow, links with research, 
and sources of funding

http://ycombinator.com/
http://ycombinator.com/atyc.html
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ing network of people and organizations with new 
ideas and insights has emerged, to further push the 
boundaries of knowledge and technologies; and iii) 
financial return for the research organization will 
most likely appear, directly through license agree-
ments and equity participation and indirectly 
through additional research projects together with 
the research organization (the latter is expected to 
bring the greatest financial return).

4. An entire ecosystem of entrepreneurs, researchers, 
service providers, and local entities is developing, al-
lowing participants to cooperate with – and support 
the success of – new commercialization initiatives.

5. Within the ecosystem, startups are increasingly co-
operating with each other and with other small and 
large companies. Furthermore, the first, albeit small 
joint business propositions are starting to arise. In 
this regard, these startups are expected to start rein-
forcing each other and developing joint offers in-
stead of competing with each other.

The effect of the open-cooperation mode is not limited 
to the direct programs through which iMinds support 
incubation and entrepreneurship activities. An entire 
ecosystem of experts and partners becomes apparent, 
and a partner portfolio of now over 900 organizations 
has developed. Furthermore, links with various busi-
ness angels, venture capitalists, and other financers 
have been set up. Policy initiatives have started to de-
velop around these core activities, and a network of pro-
fessional service providers – to support spin-offs and 
startups with advice and support for legal matters, intel-
lectual property, branding, and other matters – has 
emerged in a natural way. These connections illustrate 
the indirect effects of opening up incubation programs 
to engage a wider community of people in incubation 
and entrepreneurship activities around the core re-
search activities. 

Recently in this journal, Bailetti and Bot (2013;
timreview.ca/article/658) described a similar program – 
Lead To Win (leadtowin.ca) – that integrates the efforts of 
various stakeholders in supporting technology entre-
preneurship in Canada’s Capital Region, and they iden-
tified job creation as one of the most important 
functions of an incubation program. We share this view 
and highlight the importance of the 100 jobs that the 
iMinds incubation program has created in the Flanders 
region. By connecting various actors and stakeholders 
that supporting entrepreneurs and technology-based 
ventures, the iMinds incubation program plays a direct 
role in supporting entrepreneurship and job creation.

Conclusion

The traditional approach to technology transfer and en-
trepreneurship activities at universities and public re-
search organizations emphasizes the commercial or 
societal applications of knowledge and technologies de-
veloped within a given research organization. This art-
icle has discussed the case study of iMinds, a public ICT 
research organization in Flanders, Belgium, where the 
incubation and entrepreneurship activities have been 
opened up towards the broader ICT community in the 
region. 

The way iMinds supports present and future entrepren-
eurs strongly differs from this traditional model. The 
new model of open cooperation with all relevant stake-
holders and embracing external ideas, as well as extern-
al entrepreneurs, creates an entire ecosystem of actors 
amongst which spillover effects are generated. The first 
direct and indirect benefits for all entities start to ap-
pear, in terms of more intensive cooperation and inter-
action, human and social capital development, 
spillover effects, and mutual reinforcement. The fuel 
powering the creation of this ecosystem is the set of 
tools in the iMinds incubation and entrepreneurship 
program. 

http://www.timreview.ca/article/658
http://leadtowin.ca
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